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SURVEY BALEX DELTA 2004-14

”…primarily to identify those conclusions that may be of importance

to an exercise framework regarding response to pollution incidents 

on the shore…”



Exercise Arrangements (1)

• Exercise Aims

– In the Manual and for each exercise.

– In practice decided by the Host Nation alone.

– Most aims are too general to be of real guidance for the 

exercise design and the exercise evaluation.

• Exercise Scenarios

– Almost always the same (collision/running aground => oil 

slick) – little progression between the exercises.

– Realism?

– Some efforts for increased complexity (ETO, shore opn´s)



Exercise Arrangements (2)

• Exercise Design
– Basically the same from year to year.

• Participation
– Some Contracting Parties have participated in almost 

all exercises, others in a few.

– Some Contracting Parties have participated with a 
number of different vessels, others with a few.

• Exercise Evaluations
– Describes the exercise and reports comments.

– A mix of big and small, with little or no context/detail.



BALEX DELTA Lessons Learned (1)

• Generally the BD exercises are seen as well-
functioning and relevant.

• “The aims have been fulfilled”.

• Some issues have been identified in the exercises 
and used in development. 
– Communications, oil/water discharge etc.

• Command and communication well-functioning.
– Some weaknesses in information flows.

– Language generally not an issue (or solved).

– However, alarm procedures is a reoccurring theme.



BALEX DELTA Lessons Learned (2)

• Scenario seen as realistic, however calls for increased 

complexity.

• The exercise format sometimes hinders complexity.

– Short operational phase.

– Arrival of vessels/division into strike teams before the exercise.

• National (mostly) shoreline operations in parallel.

– Seen as positive. 

– Introduces severe complexities (multitude of organisations with 

different cultures, languages etc.) making coordination and 

collaboration as well as exercise design challenging.



BALEX DELTA – Reflections (1)

• Multiple overall objectives for the BALEX DELTA.

– Explicit and implicit.

– Will increase the complexity of exercise design.

– Static over the years.

• Increased complexity – for whom?

– Operational capabilities or other levels?

• Vague aims.

– Links to any overall development strategy?

– Evaluation becomes difficult or impossible.



BALEX DELTA – Reflections (2)

• Differences in operational maturity (large scale 
incidents) between at sea and on the shore 
capabilities.
– Different procedures in different organisations (even in the 

same country…).

– Different languages.

– Different national administrative and legal frameworks.

– Practical issues more complex.

• Logistics

• Legal issues, customs issues, insurance issues etc.

• Advantages with mixing sea/shore in the same 
exercise are not self-evident!



BALEX D – Recommendations (1)

• Define the overall objective(s) of BALEX DELTA.
– Linked to an overall strategy.

– Regularly revised.

• Define concrete aims for each BD exercise.
– Based on the overall objective(s), the Manual and previous 

evaluations.

– Decided by HELCOM RESPONSE, not the Host Nation

• The EET should have time to analyse in advance 
the aims and define what to measure.
– Define measurement points and criteria.

– Evaluate the exercise aims.



BALEX D – Recommendations (2)

• Choose a type of exercise to fit the aim.
– Table-top, operational exercises et cetera.

• Learn to crawl before you try to run (shoreline opn’s).
– Train/test basic procedures before more complex activities.

– Use table-top to train/test more complex matters in parallel.

– Develop knowledge of available and demanded resources.

• Integrated shore/at sea exercises not meaningful at 
this stage but will need to be developed.
– Use simulation.

– Future integrated exercises necessary to test the overall 
system, but focused on co-ordination and decision-making.  



Part Three – Types of Exercises (1)

• The same types of exercises as in vol 1., ch 10.

• All exercises could be in the combined format.

• Different levels of exercises (multinational, 

bilateral, national, sub-national and local)

– National, sub-national and local exercises support the 

ability to participate in multinational exercises/opn´s.

– A catalogue of standard exercises to be developed for 

the national and sub-national levels.



EXERCISE FRAMEWORK

HELCOM EXERCISES ON THE SHORE

”…present a draft framework for the HELCOM exercises on the 

shore…”



Overall Considerations (Shore)

• Consistent with the Manual Vol 1
– However, different emphasis regarding aims/objectives. 

• Consistent with the procedures in other co-operative 
forums that the Contracting Parties are active in.

• Exercises are seen as tools for achieving agreed 
capabilities in accordance with the strategic plan.

• Aims, evaluation and development are interdependent.

• Aims and exercise design are decided by HELCOM. 

• The framework is an overall guideline, not a handbook.

• Based on proven exercise methodology. 



Part One – Introduction (Shore)

• Pollution at sea will in many cases reach the shore.

• A multitude of actors: different in roles, mandates, cultures, 
languages etc.

• Each Contracting Party has its own legal and 
administrative framework.

• Shoreline opn’s will be predominantly national opn’s.
– Mostly neeed for specialist functions and experts.

– In large scale incidents the need for help could be wider.

• The operational maturity for actors on the shore is low 
regarding large scale events & cross-border operations.

• Most exercises are either at sea or on the shore – use 
simulation to represent the other type.



Part Two – Strategic Plan (shore)

• All HELCOM exercises support the strategic 

development of the HELCOM op capabilities.

• Develop a HELCOM EXERCISE PLAN (HREP).

– Yearly revised and decided by the Commission.

– Lists all exercises the coming three years with the 

dates/venues, overall aim, host nation and what 

strategic development objective(s) it supports.

– Based on the strategic development plan, known 

capability gaps, identified “new” threats/risks, and 

evaluation results. 



Part Three – Types of Exercises (1) 

(shore)

• The same types of exercises as in vol 1., ch 10.

• All exercises could be in the combined format.

• Different levels of exercises (multinational, 

bilateral, national, sub-national and local)

– National, sub-national and local exercises support the 

ability to participate in multinational exercises/opn´s.

– A catalogue of standard exercises to be developed for 

the national and sub-national levels.



Part Three – Types of Exercises (2) 

(shore)

• A list of available resources forms the basis for the 

multinational exercises.

• The choice of exercise type should be governed 

by what is to be achieved. 

• All types of exercises to be carried out when the 

HELCOM or Contracting Parties sees the need.

– However, to keep momentum in the development at 

least one multinational exercise is conducted each year.

– The responsibility for this exercise rotates between the 

Contracting Parties and is co-ordinated with BD at sea. 



Part Four – Participation (shore)

• Participating organisations depend upon the 

aims, type and size of the exercise as well as on 

the host nation.

• Volunteer organisations to be considered in 

each exercise.

• Experts play an important role – plan the 

exercise design to include these. 

• All HELCOM exercises are opportunities to learn 

and open to observers from non-participants.



Part Five – Planning (shore)

• HELCOM RESPONSE acts as a steering group.

• Host Nation leads planning and execution.

• Start-up meeting 9-18 months before exercise.

• Planning conferences with wide participation to 

develop aims, scenario and exercise design. 



Part Five – Evaluation (shore)

• Evaluation provides input for the improvement of the 

operational concept as well as of the exercises. 

• The EET is an integral part of the planning process.

• Evaluations need to be well-prepared.

– Well-defined aims is a precondition.

– Measurement points and criteria are decided in advance.

• A trojka is used for the multinational exercises.

• Contracting Parties are invited to present conclusions 

from national exercises to HELCOM RESPONSE.



Discussion and questions

• What need for multinational support do you see

in large scale incidents on the shore?

• How often should on the shore be exercised? 

How often can we exercise?

• Should exercises on the shore be regional?


